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The Project
This project combines the three research

interests multimodality, space, and video

game livestreaming.

By means of a descriptive analysis of the

livestreaming platform Twitch.tv, together with a

case study of two broadcasters’ videogame play

sessions, the study aims to further advance the

research on multimodal communication and

space in digital environments, (cf. Berger, Jucker

& Locher 2016; Sindoni 2014; Stertkamp 2017).

Primary Research Questions
Theoretical Research Questions:

• Who are the participants of a livestream, what are the

possible participation framework(s) (cf. Goffman 1981) in

such an environment and how is the participation status of

each participant negotiated within the framework?

• Which spatial layers are present in a livestreaming

situation and how are they connected by the participants’

use of verbal and non-verbal modes of communication?

Methodological Research Question:

• How can the communicative processes be transcribed in a

meaningful way in order to analyze them within and across

all communicative channels and spatial layers?

Data and Methodology
Descriptive analysis of the livestreaming

environment based on the first hour of 18

Twitch.tv-broadcasting sessions by 4 different

streamers (i.e. 18 hours of data).

Case study based on 6 livestreaming session by

two different streamers (~9 hours of data).

Data driven: Qualitative data analysis; coding

the transcriptions of spoken and written data

with MAXQDA and QDA Miner

Theory driven: Multimodal computer-mediated

discourse analysis (MCMDA); developed on the

basis of previous multimodal frameworks (e.g.

multimodal conversation analysis, multimodal

(inter)action analysis, multimodal ethnography)

The 7 Spatial Layers of a Videogame Livestream
1. Physical Environment (of streamer, co-player(s), and viewer(s))

2. 2D-interface of the screen

3. Depicted content as a whole, i.e. the website with all its elements

4. Chatroom

5. 3D-virtual world of the game

6. Third-party content (e.g. follower, subscription, donation alerts, frames etc.)

7. Webcam feed (with or without the greenscreen)

The Participation Framework(s) of a Video-
game Livestream
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Case Study Example: Gaze Shift (simple transcript)

pic#1 pic#2

Streamer head and gaze
shift from focus on 3D-
virtual world of the video
game to the platform
chatroom, right before
providing a spoken response
to a written chat message.
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